
    

 

 

ADNOC Distribution celebrates first three stations in 

Dubai 
 

 Company continues growth as it opens new Dubai stations 

 Service stations located in Dubai Investment Park, Umm Eselay (Al Ain 

Road) and Al Muhaisnah  

 

Dubai, UAE – January 30th, 2019: ADNOC Distribution, the UAE’s largest fuel and 

convenience retailer, has today celebrated the opening of its first three service stations in 

the Emirate of Dubai, located in Dubai Investment Park (DIP), Umm Eselay and Al 

Muhaisnah. ADNOC Distribution operates in all seven Emirates.   

Speaking at the event, ADNOC Distribution Acting Chief Executive Officer Saeed Al 

Rashdi said: “ADNOC Distribution’s entry into Dubai is our opportunity to showcase to 

customers our great service and products. I would also like to acknowledge our partners 

in these three stations, the Investment Corporation of Dubai (ICD), with whom we worked 

closely to enter the Dubai market. 

“Dubai is a vibrant and dynamic city, and as a market it offers enormous potential for 

further expansion. Today is just the beginning of our journey in Dubai, with further 

expansion to come inside the UAE and internationally in 2019.” 

The three state-of-the-art solar-powered stations in Dubai offer customers more choice 

when it comes to superior fueling products (E-Plus 91, Special 95, and Super 98 gasoline, 

as well as diesel fuel), great customer service and the retail offering expected in an 

ADNOC service station. The stations all feature Géant Express convenience stores, 

Oasis Cafés, free Wi-Fi and Electric Vehicle (EV) chargers that recharge electric vehicles 

up to 80% in 20 minutes. The Umm Eselay station (located on the Al Ain Road) has five 

fueling islands, and customers will be able to enjoy McDonalds and Rainbow restaurants, 

which will open in the coming weeks. The DIP station features six islands, ADNOC Lube 

service, and McDonalds and KFC restaurants. The Muhaisnah station offers customers 

seven islands, ADNOC Lube service, and Burger King and KFC restaurants.  

ADNOC Distribution will roll out its Flex service across Dubai in the coming months 

following an initial free trial period which will enable customers to familiarize themselves 

with the fueling choices.   
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For media, please contact: Lauren Smith, +97150 450 3672 or 

lauren.smith@hkstrategies.com  

For investor relations, please contact: IR@adnocdistribution.ae 

 

About ADNOC Distribution 

ADNOC Distribution, listed on the Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange (ADX) under the 

symbol “ADNOCDIST”, is the leading fuel distributor and convenience store operator in 

the UAE. ADNOC Distribution operates 376 retail fuel stations, 252 ADNOC Oasis 

convenience stores and 13 Géant Express convenience stores as of 31 December 2018 

and is the leading marketer and distributor of fuels to commercial, industrial and 

government customers throughout the UAE. ADNOC Distribution is the only fuel retailer 

operating in all seven Emirates in the UAE, and in 2018 expanded its operations 

internationally, opening two service stations in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. To find out 

more, visit www.adnocdistribution.ae .   
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